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AIRCRAFT BUILDING



BUILDING WITH WOOD PARTI BY RON ALEXANDER



From the very beginning of aviation wood has been used in aircraft construction. Early aircraft designers and builders often used ash or hickory. They were looking for a type of wood that would be relatively lightweight in addition to being very strong. Just prior to World War I, Sitka Spruce was discovered by aircraft builders and found to be very well suited to their needs. The strength to weight ratio was discovered to be very favorable for aircraft use. Several other types of wood had similar strength to weight ratios but were not as easily harvested or as plentiful. At the time, spruce proved to be the best choice, not only because of the physical characteristics, but of equal importance was the fact that spruce was readily available and easy to use as a building material. With the advantages noted, spruce became very widely accepted as the primary material to be used in building an airplane. With the advent of World War II, spruce became even more popular. Manufacturers used the material in the construction of a large number of aircraft. Wooden spars were fabricated from spruce in many airplanes along with ribs and other structural parts. Because of the high demand for both aircraft production and for spruce to be used as a major material in manufacturing parts, forests of this popular wood were rapidly depleted. The use of Sitka Spruce was carried into postwar construction in many aircraft. The maintenance and restoration process of existing aircraft required a large supply of wood. Wood was a popular choice for aircraft construction because of its advantageous strength to weight ratio, workability, abundance, and low cost. The largest plane ever constructed — the Spruce Goose — is 106 DECEMBER 1998



A typical stand of spruce in Oregon.



largely comprised of spruce. During this time in aviation history spruce was cheaper than aluminum or steel. Today spruce and other types of wood remain somewhat popular for aircraft construction. Many aircraft designers and kit manufacturers within the sport aviation industry use wood as a primary structure. If wood is not the primary structure it is almost sure to be found in some component part. Wood is not as strong as steel or aluminum, however, the construction can be so designed that the necessary strength is achieved with corresponding savings in weight. Many designers prefer to use wooden spars in aerobatic aircraft because the wood will better withstand the bending loads imposed during aerobatics. Unlike metal, wood does not weaken from fatigue. This, of course, is an advantage to the aircraft builder. Wood is used in fabricating spars, building ribs, floorboards, instrument panels, wing tip bows, longerons and stringers, leading edges, etc. Wood is easily formed into shapes making it the obvious choice for wing tip bows, leading edges, and wing walkways. Woodworking is a skill that is easily learned by the novice who usually has a basic knowledge of wood construction and some of the necessary tools. Safety hazards are very evident unlike some of the other types of aircraft construction. You should also understand that making mistakes with wood could be costly. You cannot easily repair a piece of wood cut to the wrong dimensions. In this and subsequent articles, I will discuss the types of wood that can be used in aircraft construction, how to inspect the wood properly to ensure it is safe to use, tools needed for woodworking, plywood and glues, basics of



CHART OF WOODS FOR AIRCRAFT USE TYPE OF WOOD



STRENGTH



MINIMUM RINGS MAXIMUM PER INCH GRAIN SLOPE



Sitka Spruce



100%



6



1:15



Douglas Fir



Exceeds spruce



8



1:15



White Pine



85-96% that of spruce



6



1:15



Western Hemlock



Slightly exceeds spruce



6



1:15



FIGURE 1 aircraft woodworking, and how to inspect wood in a completed aircraft.



SITKA SPRUCE Spruce has long been recognized as



the best type of wood to use in the



construction of aircraft. It is the standard against which all other woods are judged. It has several characteristics that make it the best type of wood for an airplane. It is light in weight with a corresponding greater strength and toughness than is found in other woods. It is easily worked, uniform in texture, resistant to rotting, and has no odor. It can also be obtained in clear, straight-grained pieces having very few defects. This is possible because of the size of a mature spruce tree. Sitka spruce is the preferred type of wood for aircraft construction. The name Sitka was derived from a town located not far from Juneau, Alaska. Sitka spruce is found mainly along the Pacific Northwest, particularly along the Alaskan coast (most of the spruce forests have been depleted along the coast of the United States and Canada). The trees grow best in a wet, moderate climate. They will rarely be found more than 50 miles from a coastline. Spruce trees typically grow close together and in so doing they must grow very tall and fast in order to obtain necessary sunlight. Because of this type of growth they usually have few, if any, branches except near the top of the tree. This facilitates the type of growth necessary to yield knot free lumber suitable for aircraft use. A spruce tree will grow to heights of 200 feet and higher with a diameter of eight feet or more. A tree of this size



will have taken 400 years or more to reach this dimension. A spruce tree will not yield usable aircraft lumber until it is at least five feet in diameter. Even with this size tree, only 5% or less of the resulting lumber will be of the quality necessary for aircraft construction. With this in mind it is easy to understand why we often have a deficit in aircraft grade lumber. As I mentioned earlier, use of Sitka spruce prior to and during World War II depleted large forests of the wood. The use of Sitka spruce is certainly not limited to aircraft construction. As a matter of fact, the aircraft industry



uses a very small percentage of the total spruce that is milled. The majority of spruce harvested is used for ladders, house construction, masts of sailboats, barrels, cabinets, sounding boards for organs and pianos, and other uses. The building and restoration of sport aircraft is a very insignificant market for the wood industry. To further complicate the issue, several forests of spruce are protected from cutting by environmental issues such as preserving the spotted owl. Let's look briefly at how a piece of aircraft grade spruce is milled and inspected prior to arriving at your front



AIRWOLF SAVED MY LIFE ! There I was, flying along, 7,000', solid IFR, over mountainous terrain in my Cessna 210 when my 10 SMOH turbo in my newly overhauled engine self destructed. No longer able to hold altitude and no alternate within



200 miles, I limped my airplane for the next 1.5 hrs to safety. Upon teardown, the FAA found both the top end of my engine and my oil filter packed full of metal. Amazingly, we couldn't find an ounce of metal in the bottom end. The Airwolf Filter System trapped the metal and kept my engine from seizing. I owe my life and



the lives of my three passengers to Airwolf. Eternally Grateful, Larry Snyder. EM# 250625 AFC-470 Oil Filter Cutter



Only $89.95



Shown installed on Continental O/IO470, 520, 550



Shown installed on Lycoming O235-IO540



Airwolf Filter Corp. • 15369 Madison Rd. • Middlefield, OH 44062 800-326-1534 • 440-632-5136 • 440-632-1685 Fax • web site: www.airwolf.com Be sure to visit our outdoor booth at Sun 'n Fun 98
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Rejected wood due to growth rings.



door. The trees are harvested by lumberjacks and sent to a sawmill. That mill in turn will cut the trees into smaller pieces known as "cants." These cants are usually 6-8 inches square and anywhere from 10 to 20



feet long. They are then placed on a barge for the trip from Alaska to Washington. When they arrive at the lumber mill in Washington or Oregon they are then cut down to smaller sizes for the uses discussed earlier. I am



Example of diagonal grain. 108 DECEMBER 1998



aware of only one or two mills located in the northwest that will set aside wood for aircraft use. These mills will try to find aircraft grade wood and accumulate enough over time to fill the orders of the aircraft suppliers. This



can often take several months. Once they have accumulated enough wood, they will kiln dry the wood and then cut it into the desired thickness and width. The wood is graded to a military specification by a certified lumber grader. That military specification is numbered 6073 and I will define it later in the article. The pieces of wood are then shipped to the aircraft supplier. They are typically sent in lengths of between 10 and 20 feet at a nominal width of 6 inches. The boards will be planed smooth on the flat surfaces and rough cut on the edges. A board cut in that manner is termed a S2S board meaning it has been surfaced on two sides. The nominal 6" width is a problem for the aircraft supplier and ultimately the aircraft builder. Nominal 6" width means the width may be slightly less than or greater than 6". When you, as the builder, need a finished 6" spar for your aircraft the supplier may have difficulty providing that dimension. The nominal 6" width



may only finish to slightly over 5" when the edges are cut smooth. Widths over 6" are scarce. Lengths over 14 feet are also scarce. A thickness over one inch is hard to find. Why? Because the wood must be free from defects and typically the larger the piece of wood, the more likelihood of discovering a disqualifying defect. The bottom line — it is very difficult for an aircraft supplier to acquire high quality spruce in the dimensions needed for aircraft construction. When a company receives the wood from the lumber mill they, in turn, will cut the pieces into sizes ordered by their customers. Notice one very important point — absolutely no one has stamped this wood "aircraft quality." The mill does not certify the wood as aircraft quality nor does the aircraft supply company. Years ago some of the suppliers would stamp "aircraft certified" on pieces of wood. Not today! Forget about receiving wood that is certified for use in an airplane. The only grading that occurs at the mill is
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The Renegade



The Maverick



The Rebel



done to meet Mil-Spec-6073 but in no way will they tell you that the wood is aircraft quality. The aircraft supply company in turn will inspect the piece of wood they cut for you but they will not stamp it as aircraft certified. You are ultimately responsible to ensure that the piece of wood you are placing in your airplane is of the necessary quality to be used within the structure of your airplane. (We will discuss in detail how to inspect wood later in this series of articles.) The sale of spruce is a nightmare for a supply company. The price they pay for shipments of spruce is very high. In addition, they have high costs in preparing the wood for shipment. The wood is very easily damaged when working with it or storing it. And finally, at least 40% of the wood they receive cannot be used for spar material. That means they must either cut the wood into smaller pieces to be sold as capstrips and longerons or burn them in their fireplace. Cutting the wood into smaller pieces is labor in-



Their names sound like trouble, but make no mistake—the Maverick, Renegade, and Rebel from Murphy Aircraft are anything but. Like all outlaws from the west, they are rough and ready for action. Combining sharp shooter design and tough as nails materials, these bad boys will win any showdown against any hombre in the sky. And, with so many engine choices, you can have more horsepower than a stampede of raging stallions. So, don't delay—order your information package today and soon you'll be



flying off into the sunset.
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ORDER INFO TODAY! P/ease send me your. Q Information Package for $15.00 Q Video for $20.00 rj or Both for $29.95 (Add $5.00 lor overseas orders • Please submit funds with all applicable sales tax)



World Headquarters Unit 1 - 8155-E Aitken Rd., Chilliwack, British Columbia, Canada V2R 4H5 • Tel:(604) 792-5855 • Fax:(604) 792-7006 E-mail: [email protected]
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tensive. Even with the high price you will pay for a spruce spar the aircraft company is not making money. I was in that business for over 17 years and can personally attest to that fact.



ALTERNATIVES TO SPRUCE If Sitka spruce is so difficult to obtain why not find alternatives? A valid question and certainly a number of alternatives to spruce do exist. First of all, let's look at what type of wood can be used to replace spruce within an aircraft structure. Understand that written information regarding the use of wood in aircraft is limited. The primary source of information for the builder may be obtained from FAA Advisory Circular 43-13, Government Bulletin ANC-19, and from a copy of Mil-Spec-6073. Advisory Circular 43-13 lists a number of different types of wood that may be used in an aircraft structure. Some of these are Douglas Fir, Noble Fir, Western Hemlock, White Pine, White Cedar, and Yellow Poplar. I will discuss the ones that are the most readily available — Douglas Fir, White Pine, and Western Hemlock. As noted in the comparison chart in Figure 1, Douglas fir is a very acceptable alternative for spruce. Its strength exceeds spruce by roughly 23%. Advisory Circular 43-13 states that it may be used as a substitute for spruce in same sizes or slightly reduced sizes providing the reduction in size is substantiated. Fir does have a tendency to split making it somewhat more difficult to work. It is also heavier than spruce — about 26% heavier in fact. Remember, you are allowed to use a smaller dimension due to the increased strength. Years ago, a number of aircraft manufacturers would route out a portion of a fir spar to save weight. Boeing used that method on a number of PT-13 and PT-17 trainers. Can you purchase good Douglas fir? Some lumberyards will have a good supply at a reasonable price. Most aircraft supply companies find it just as difficult to obtain Douglas fir as they do Sitka spruce. The cost from an aircraft supply company will be about the same. You may find Douglas fir cheaper at a lumberyard. What about White pine? As you can see from the chart White pine is 85-96% as strong as spruce. It is easy to work with and is somewhat available. A number of 110 DECEMBER 1998



"... Now, there is certainly a difference between production aircraft and experimental aircraft concerning legalities. There is, however, no difference in concerns for high quality."



kit manufacturers are using White pine successfully within their designs. It is low in hardness and shock resisting capability. It cannot be used as a direct substitute for spruce without an increase in size to compensate for the lesser strength. Western hemlock has been used in the construction of aircraft for a number of years. The popular Pietenpol airplane used Western hemlock in constructing spars for a number of years. The strength properties slightly exceed spruce and the wood may be used as a direct substitute for spruce. FAA Advisory Circular 43-13 notes that it is less uniform in texture than spruce. Concerning the comparison chart in Figure 1, two definitions are in order. A ring per inch is a measure of the rate of diameter growth of a tree. These rings correspond closely to yearly increments of growth of the tree (see Figure 2). They are not necessarily definite criteria for strength. Mil-Spec6073 defines the number of rings per inch needed for spruce that will be used in an aircraft structure. According to Government Bulletin ANC-19 — Wood Aircraft Inspection and Fabrication — it states "Rejection of material on the basis of the number of rings per inch is somewhat arbitrary, because it does not always reflect the strength of the piece." Maximum grain slope is the deviation of annual growth rings from parallelism with the longitudinal axis of a piece of wood (see Figure 3). Looking at the face of a board the growth rings should not slope upward or downward more than the specified amount, usually one inch in a 15 inch length of the wood. This slope of grain is usually termed diagonal grain. Both of these will be discussed in detail in the section pertaining to inspection of wood.



INSPECTING WOOD FOR AIRCRAFT USE If I cannot obtain spruce or any other wood that is certified for use on aircraft how do I know I have the correct quality? The answer is you don't. You must find someone familiar with inspecting wood or learn more about it



yourself. Now, there is certainly a difference between production aircraft



and experimental aircraft concerning legalities. There is, however, no difference in concerns for high quality.



T~ 6 rings _L per inch



Growth Rings Per Inch FIGURE 2



15" Slope of Grain FIGURE 3 Production aircraft must verify a source for all materials that are used as a replacement for original parts. That means very simply that you should be able to track the origin of the wood



The EAA/SportAir workshop schedule is as follows:



that you will be using to replace a spar



December 5-6....... Phoenix, AZ January 23-24 . . . . . . Oshkosh, Wl February 13-14 . Minneapolis, MN March 20-21......... Denton, TX



proper type of wood on your airplane?



Information on these workshops can be obtained by calling 800-967-5746 or by contacting the website at www.sportair.com. The author may be emailed at ralexander@sportair. com



in a production airplane, as an example. Since wood is not stamped "certified for aircraft use" what does the FAA want in the form of paperwork to verify you are placing the Most of the inspectors I have contacted agree that a copy of the grading certificate stating that the shipment of wood that included your spar material meets Mil-Spec-6073. As far as actually certifying the wood as being legal to be placed upon your airplane that is the responsibility of the A & P mechanic and ultimately the IA who returns the aircraft to service after the repair. Some companies will actually



manufacture a spar for replacement on a certain type of airplane. This should be done using a PMA number (Parts Manufacturing Authority). That satisfies the requirement for origin of the part but it must still be inspected and authorized by the IA. As you are probably aware, the materials used in experimental aircraft do not have to meet any legal requirements. That does not exempt the builder from using common sense and good judgment. In other words, even though I do not have to verify the origin of the wood used in an experimental aircraft I will want to do so. I would strongly encourage the builder to thoroughly inspect the final piece of wood for defects prior to installation. Now, the builder of an experimental aircraft can go to a local lumber yard and purchase spruce, fir, or white pine. If you are purchasing SPORT AVIATION 111



spruce make sure it is Sitka spruce. No grading certificate is required and usually cannot be obtained because an expert does not grade that wood. There is nothing wrong with purchasing wood from a lumberyard as long as you know what you are buying. In other words, you must become familiar with allowable defects and tolerances regarding the use of wood in aircraft. This will be accomplished by acquiring information through AC43-13, ANC-19, Mil-Spec-6073, etc. to ensure you know what is safe in your airplane. If you do not feel confident in performing this inspection, find someone who is knowledgeable concerning aircraft wood. In the next issue I will outline the



"... I would strongly encourage the builder to thoroughly inspect the final piece of wood for defects prior to installation."



proper procedure for identifying and inspecting wood for use in aircraft. This will help you familiarize yourself enough with the major defects to be able to identify them and know that the wood you are using is safe. I will be quoting largely from MilSpec-6073, a document that can be purchased through Aircraft Spruce & Specialty. The Forest Products Laboratory also has a wealth of information concerning wood in general. They have been very helpful to the EAA and to custom builders in general. Ben Owen and his group of knowledgeable people in Information Services at EAA Headquarters also have a lot of good information regarding aircraft wood. ^
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Shows parrots doing Santa's work in a colorful Christmas-scene applique. Comes as a cotton or cotton blend sweatshirt or longsleeved T-shirt. They make great gifts! Long-sleeved T MD-XL F82785 $18.99* 2X F82788 $20.99* Sweatshirt L-XL F82789 $29.99* 2X F82791 $31.99*



CHRISTMAS CLIPPER T-SHIRT



Same design as long-sleeved shirts but on the back on these shirts. Front has a cool gecko sporting sunglasses. 100% cotton. White MD-XL F18106 $14.99* 2X F18109 $16.99* Ash LG-XL F18110 $14.99* 2X F18112 $16.99* TO ORDER CALL
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Depicts Santa and his reindeer delivering Christmas gifts, B17 style! Available as a 100% cotton long-sleeved T or a warm cotton sweatshirt. Sure to please! Long-sleeved T SM-XL F17820 $18.99* 2X F17824 $21.99* Sweatshirt
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CRAFTSMAN'S CORNER



RIGGING THE BIPLANE PART II



BY BEN OWEN (WITH THANKS TO BRETT CLOWES AND HALE WALLACE)



Hale Wallace of the Steen Aero Lab recommends tightening the wires on Skybolts to about 15% of rated strength. Having done it for a period of time, he does it by feel and sound to a great extent. One of the older wire manufacturers used to recommend tightening the wires up to 20% of their rated strength. And one of the manufacturers of older biplanes has 33% of rated strength requirement in the type certificate! It



might be mentioned that terminals for that 33% of tightness should be cadmium plated steel and not stainless to keep from galling the terminals. It is also very necessary to protect the aircraft and its parts and pieces including the wires. In turning the wires you should use a slit cut in a stick of hardwood to turn the wire, possibly facing the "jaws" of tools with tape will help because scratches on tie rod



or wires are a no-no. You can check your wires by the deflection method using a large soft rope to wrap around them to make a loop to pull the required weight. A paired wire set should emit a similar sound when plucked. One suggestion is to use a torque wrench on the bolt end of paired wires and compare torques — they should be fairly close.
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Size (Dia.)



Brunton's Wires Strength 15% lbs. lbs.



20% lbs.



1/4



4,200



630



840



5/16



6,900



1,035



1,380



3/8



10,000



1,500



2,000



FIGURE 1



KIS Cruiser TR-4 4-Placc



• VERSATILE



Cruise Speed-75% 185 mph Stall Speed 55 mph Useful Load HOOpds Powerplants 160-210 hp Build Time 1200-1500 hrs KIS TR-1 2-Place Cruise Speed-75% 185 mph Stall Speed 55 mph Useful Load 610 pds Powerplants 80-125 hp Build Time 800-1000 hrs



KIS two and four place all composite kitbuilt aircraft are designed to Keep It Simple. Pre-molded high temperature composite and prewelded metal parts make KIS assembly easy. Both KIS aircraft will perform well with many different engine options. INFO PACK $15 • VIDEO $15 • OVERSEAS ADD 50%TRI-R Technologies, Inc., 1114 E. 5th St. Oxnard, CA 93030 USA Phone (805) 385-3680 • Fax (805) 483-8366 • VISA/M.C. Accepted



Figure 1, Wire Tension, shows the rated strength of these wires and the approximate pull on the wires when tensioned to either 15% or 20% of rated strength.



It is hard to measure wire deflection on a rigged biplane — deflection may not be the most accurate. The airplane has to be securely fixed in position. The measuring apparatus cannot move. 100" 25 lb. pull 1.25 "Deflection FIGURE 2
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Determining tangent and inches Inches Tan. = OPP : ADJ



Tan.^ = 1.25" : 50"



Tan. ^1= .025



X



Shims Here Raise The



Shims Here Lower Upper Wing Angle At Incidence



Upper Wing



Pounds Tan. = OPP : 1000 lb.



1000 lb. x .025 = 25 Ibs.



Angle of Incidence Shims Here Lo'



The Lower Wing Angle of Incidence



Lower Wing



A 25 pound pull should deflect a 100 inch wire 1.25 inches.



FIGURE 4



FIGURE 3



This part usually requires a team of three people. The deflection method can only be done with the wire spreaders, javelin, birdie (whatever you want to call it) off the wires. Approximate mathematics, usual deflection of most recreational biplanes wires at 25-50 pounds, is about 1-2 inches (see Figure 2). Using the same formula as shown in Figure 3, a 30 pound pull will deflect the same wire about 1.5 inches. Note: The deflection method does not work in all instances — fly to be sure! To check the wires out, you can flight test — flying in a tighter and tighter turn to 6Gs or your aircraft limit. At 6Gs the landing wire should just shake. Again realize that this is approximate mathematics and all you scientists and engineers out there . . . I'll look forward to your comments.



Shims Here Raise The Lower Wing Angle of Incidence



The plane that has made f l y i n g



affordable



Pitts S-1 wing brace wires - 600750 lbs. Pitts S-2 wing brace wires - 7501,000 lbs. If all of this approximation bothers you, just call Sandy at Aviat Aircraft, Inc., Box 1240, Afton, WY 83110, 307/886-315 I.They have a "streamline wire tension meter" for rent. Because they want it back, you buy it from them, also paying snipping and handling, and they return 85% of its cost when it's returned to them. It'll cost you about $103 plus the shipping and handling. They don't care what type of biplane you have, they'll rent it to you anyway. Good luck! 4



Since its launch in 1993 the Europa has become the best selling aircraft in its class. Making the dream of serious flying a reality for five hundred builders. The aviation press agree, no other aircraft matches Europa's speed, economy and performance - unless you pay thousands of dollars more. And now, there's the new improved Europa XS. It's an even tougher act for the competition to follow. The Europa XS. Don't just dream it. Build it. Fly it.
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of flying



3400 n Airfield Drive Lakeland FL 33811 Phone 941647 5355 Fax 941646 2877 www.europa-aircraft.com



Send/call for free brochure. Video ($5 US/$io outside US). Info pack ($5/$io). For information, use SPORT AVIATION'S Reader Service Card
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